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Grade 4 Sample Lesson Plan:
You Are What You Eat

Objectives/Goals
•

The student will be able to
o explain significance of the MyPlate food guide and the reasons it is
used now versus the older methods like the pyramid
o classify foods and beverages as part of nutrient-rich diet or moderation
foods
o identify personal diet choices and how they may impact growth

Materials
•
•
•
•

You Are What You Eat Slides/Presentation
You Are What You Eat Notes
Coloring supplies
White paper for project

Procedure
Step 1
•
•

Give each student a copy of the “You Are What You Eat Notes” and have them
complete the notes throughout the slide presentation.
Ask them what a “food guide” is and/or what it’s used for?

Step 2
•
•

Slide 2 and 3 Individually or in small groups have students write the year on the
line they think the food guide was introduced/used.
Tell them to make educated guesses on the way it looks including images and if they
think it was improved from older years to present day.
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Step 3
●

●

Step 4
●

●

Step 5
●

Step 6
●

●

●
●

●
●

Slide 4 and Slide 5 Have them either write the food groups in color or color
the edges of each shape to help remember the present-day food guide
MyPlate.
Ask students “Why did they change this to a plate instead of the food guides
they used in the past?” A plate shows what you eat off of and better
represents portion size. Basically, it’s easier to understand because we eat off
a plate every day.
Slide 6 Before discussing each group specifically ask students what makes a
fruit a fruit and a vegetable a vegetable?
Simply discuss that a fruit has seeds and vegetables don’t, however some
foods are classified as both at times based on taste (tomatoes, cucumbers).

Slide 7, Slide 8, Slide 9, Slide 10 and Slide 11 Have the students list at least
five foods in each group and write one way they know it’s a healthier option
within the group.
○ Fruit – strawberry, banana, orange, kiwi, grapefruit
■ Healthier – bitter taste, less sweet
○ Vegetable – lettuce, broccoli, mushroom, spinach, onion
■ Healthier – green, especially dark green
○ Grain – pasta, cracker, whole grain bread, taco shell, rice
■ Healthier – WHOLE or darker brown
○ Protein – chicken, steak, soy, eggs, crab
■ Healthier – whiter in color
○ Dairy – milk, mozzarella, yogurt, ice cream, cheddar cheese

Slide 12 You Are What You Eat project – explain that if they morphed into what
they ate, what would they look like?
They will first list 6 of their favorite foods (to keep it simple suggest avoiding
combination foods; or point out pepperoni pizza is great, but falls into several
food groups so be aware)
They will then list the food group(s) that each of their favorite foods is a part of
Using the slide ask students “Is this a well-balanced diet?” No, it’s all grains. Point
out that they may have a You Are What You Eat food person that is heavy in one
food group – and that’s ok.
Slide 13 explains the assignment in greater detail.
After they draw a rough draft of their favorite foods, they should
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●

complete this on a final copy piece of white paper.

They should draw all 6 foods with color, label them, and place the food
group(s) they are a part of in parenthesis. Finally, somewhere on the
front of the paper they should explain in a few sentences if their food
human represents a well-balanced diet and why.
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Handout

The next page includes a handout for the lesson. The handout is designed for print use only.

DIRECTIONS: Write the year on the line when you think it was introduced to the public.

LESSON: MyPlate, You Are What You Eat

LESSON: MyPlate, You Are What You Eat

MyPlate illustrates the

food groups that are building blocks for a healthy diet.

Why did they change this to a plate instead of the images they used in the past?

LESSON: MyPlate, You Are What You Eat

DIRECTIONS: Next to the MyPlate group, list AT
LEAST 6 foods that belong in each category.
Next to the word “healthier” write one way you can
determine that food is better for you than the others
within the same category.

Healthier =

Healthier =

LESSON: MyPlate, You Are What You Eat

Healthier =

Healthier =

Healthier =

LESSON: MyPlate, You Are What You Eat

DIRECTIONS: Have you heard of the saying “You Are What You Eat”? If you looked just like what
you ate, how would you look? To find out, make a list of your favorite foods. List AT LEAST 6
foods! Next to each food also write the food group category it is a part of. On a piece of scrap
paper draw a rough draft showing your body made from these foods.

6 FAVORITE FOODS:

FOOD GROUP CATEGORY:

1. _________________

1. _________________

2. _________________

2. _________________

3. _________________

3. _________________

4. _________________

4. _________________

5. _________________

5. _________________

6. _________________

6. _________________

